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In connection with fundamental issues relevant to magnetized target fusion, the distribution function
of thermonuclear alpha particles producedin situ in a dense, hot, and strongly magnetized
hydrogenic plasma considered fully ionized in a cylindrical geometry is investigated. The latter is
assumed in local thermodynamic equilibrium with Maxwellian charged particles. The approach is
based on the Fokker–Planck equation with isotropic sourceSand losss terms, which may be taken
arbitrarily under the proviso that they remain compatible with a steady state. A novel and general
expression is then proposed for the isotropic and stationary distributionf (v). Its time-dependent
extension is worked out numerically. The solutions are valid for any particle velocityv and plasma
temperatureT. Higher order magnetic and collisional corrections are also obtained for electron
gyroradius larger than Debye length.f (v) moments provide particle diffusion coefficient and heat
thermal conductivity. Their scaling on collision time departs from Braginski’s. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!00211-1#

I. INTRODUCTION: MAGNETIZED TARGET FUSION

The fundamental motivation for magnetizing a pellet a
few centimeters in diameter with thermonuclear deuterium–
tritium ~DT! fuel in it, essentially lies in the drastic reduction
of alpha particle and thermal losses when an azimuthal mag-
netic field B ~Fig. 1! is superimposed on the independently
compressed target.1,2 The given compression may then be
driven at a much lower pace~cm/s! than in usual pellets used
for inertial confinement fusion~ICF!.

The stagnation period reached when expansion pressure
and target compression compensate each other lasts about
1027– 1028 s.

Magnetized target fusion~MTF! is ICF with a magnetic
field introduced into the DT fuel. The role of the magnetic
field is to reduce the heat conduction losses from the DT
plasma and to retain the 3.5 MeV alpha particles. The direct
impact of the magnetic pressure on the implosion hydrody-
namics and duration of the stagnation phase is typically neg-
ligible.

The MTF concept has been discussed in the literature,
mostly in the context of spherical implosions,1–6 and to a
lesser extent for cylindrical geometry.7–9 In this paper we
focus our attention on the magnetized DT cylinders. The
interest for a cylindrical MTF stems from the following.
First, cylindrical geometry is generally better suited for in-

troduction of an external magnetic field. In addition, strong
motivation comes from the inertial fusion driven by the
beams of heavy ions. For relatively rigid ion beams, which
are accelerated, stored and transported along extended hori-
zontal structures, a cylindrical symmetry of target irradiation
may be easier to achieve than the spherical one. Ion driven
magnetized cylindrical targets could possibility be even en-
visaged in direct drive schemes for inertial fusion energy.7

In the context of the ignition physics, the introduction of
a magnetic field into ICF targets lowers the threshold value
of the fuelrR at ignition. This is necessitated by the cylin-
drical geometry itself because, under similar constraints on
the drive pressure uniformity and the Rayleigh–Taylor insta-
bility, the cylindrical implosions are less efficient in com-
pressing the fuel than the spherical ones.9 Also by lowering
the fuel rR at ignition one can reduce considerably the re-
quired driver power—a particularly sensitive issue for a
heavy ion driver.

Less extreme scenarii include the compression of much
larger preinjected plasmas~see Fig. 2 and Table I! of cigar-
like shapes with the aid of a field reversed configuration
~FRC!. Additional and distinct compression histories are cer-
tainly possible, provided they share the same initial and final
plasma states defined as follows.

The initial plasma density is;1017cm23 at 100 eV tem-
perature and 100 kG while it ends near 1020cm23 at peak
compression after a fewms compression at 10 keV tempera-
ture with B<10 MG. This regime, intermediate between
magnetic confinement~tokamaks! and ICF features an elec-
tron gyrofrequency much higher than electron collision fre-
quency (vce@ve) with electron collision timete fulfilling
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vcete@1. Corresponding gyroradii remain much larger than
their screening~Debye! length counterpart, solDb!rLb re-
mains valid during compression for every plasma species
b(e,i ). Such a situation is markedly different from magnetic
confinement10 with lDb@rLb , which implies a basic refor-
mulation of kinetic theory in a very strongly magnetized
plasma.11

In this context, a certain amount of trajectographic atten-
tion has to be paid to the magnetic configuration at hand
through a genuine three-dimensional~3D! high beta code
providing a detailed magnetic map. The basic interest of a
FRC lies in its easy transferability from one device to an-
other. However, even compressed in the central part of the
implosion geometry displayed in Fig. 2, the plasma remains
magnetically insulated from the surrounding liner but it is
not wholly confined. So, guiding center drifts and direct
leaking out at specific locations can occur and significantly
compete with the standarda stopping on plasma electrons.

Corresponding investigations lie beyond the scope of the
present work. In the FRC situation, it has to be noticed that
certain volumes that surround the field-null ‘‘x-points’’ at
each end of the FRC will act as nonadiabatic scattering cen-
ters for the alpha trajectories. There then arises a concern
that the alpha particles would be scattered out of the plasma
after only a few longitudinal passes. This scattering process
could severely limit the total path length for significant en-
ergy transfer from alpha particles to plasma by Coulomb
collisions.

Those considerations explain that in the sequel we shall
restrict attention to the geometry~Fig. 1! of a uniformly
magnetized cylinder at highB values;107– 108 G in order
to secure particle gyroradii much smaller than target trans-
verse dimensions but still fulfillinglDb!rLb in view of the
high densities envisioned in the stagnating target. ThoseB
values lie within reach of present pulse power technology.

Therefore, the kinetic-theoretic investigations displayed
below are likely to bear more relevance to cylindrical targets
driven by intense ion beams7–9 than to linear-compressed
spherical ones.1–6

As far asas8 stopping in plasma is concerned, it should

FIG. 1. The coordinate system used in Sec. II for calculating the alpha
energy deposition fractionf a .

FIG. 2. Field reversed configuration
~FRC! plasma in implosion geometry
@R. E. Siemon, I. R. Lindemuth, and
K. F. Schoenberg, Ref. 1, p. H 1#.

TABLE I. Representative implosion parameters~FRC, see Fig. 2!.a

Reactor-like
system

Development-sized
system

n-TauDwell 1e15 s cm23 2e14 s cm23

Liner
Kappa5spheroid ‘‘b/a’’ 3 3
Velocity 0.30 cm/ms 0.30 cm/ms
Liner energy 66 MJ 0.53 MJ

Final plasma
Ti5Te 10 keV 10 keV
Density 1e20 cm23 1e20 cm23

Liner inside radius 2.32 cm 0.46 cm
Liner inside length 13.9 cm 2.78 cm
Liner final thickness 6.5 cm 1.3 cm
Plasma energy 25 MJ 0.2 MJ
B at wall 9 MG 9 MG
Tau Dwell 10ms 2 ms
Tau classical heat loss 1410ms 56ms
Tau Bohm 35ms 1.4ms

Preimplosion plasma
density 1e17 cm23 1e17 cm23

Temperature 100 eV 100 eV
Radius 23 cm 4.4 cm
Length 140 cm 27 cm
Liner thickness 0.40 cm 0.07 cm
Plasma energy 750 kJ 7 kJ
B at wall 28 kG 28 kG
Tau classical heat loss 290ms 12ms
Tau Bohm 1580ms 63ms

aAfter R. E. Siemon, I. R. Lindemuth, and K. F. Schoenberg, in Ref. 1.
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be appreciated that it is the productBR ~R denotes cylinder
radius at stagnation! which matters.

In the sequel, we shall elaborate on the equilibrium time
scaleteq for thea particle distribution to relax to equilibrium.

It satisfiesteq;tae ~energy exchange time!5@m/2me#te

with electron collision time10 te5(106Te
3/2(eV!s/

2.91ne(cm23)ln L)•(1/Z2). m denotesa particle mass,Z
52 and lnL is the usual plasma Coulomb logarithm.

The nonthermal component of thea particle one-body
distribution function reaches equilibrium rapidly, so
teq non th;1029 s,tae . Energetically, this is a most signifi-
cant phenomenon.

The thermonucleara particles are expected to lose their
kinetic energy through inelastic collisions with electrons.
Small angle deflections also arise from quasielastic scattering
on target plasma ions.

So, as in the tokamak oriented literature,10,12 it proves
convenient to investigate theas8 particle distribution function
~pdf! in a weak collision framework patterned upon the stan-
dard Fokker–Planck equation~FPE!. Larmor radii remaining
larger than Debye lengths the particles curvature within De-
bye sphere is negligible.

So, it is reasonable to initialize theas8 pdf with a B-free
and velocity (v)-isotropic approximation.

In a tokamak context, it is customary to compute trans-
port quantities through a Maxwell distribution for the fusion-
ing D1 and T1 ions. This procedure leads to a realistic ex-
pression for thea source termS, isotropic with respect to
particle velocities. Recently, Liberman–Velikovich13 and
Cozzani–Horton14 have obtained equilibrium FPE velocity
distribution f (v) for a particles under the proviso

vThi!v!vThe,
~1!

kTb

mv
•

] f

]v
! f ,

wherevThi and vThe, respectively, refer to plasma ion and
electron thermal velocities, whileb is the plasma particles
index.

These conditions are easily fulfilled only in high tem-
perature plasmas for highv values.

f (v) is a theoretical object of a paramount conceptual
and operational significance, and it is first involved in the
time-independent ionic and electronic conductivities used for
estimating the energy balance in the igniting target, for in-
stance. Every transport quantity relies on it. Moreover, as
well-documented a small density of energetic thermonuclear
a particles is able to modify significantly the pressure in the
plasma where they are stopped.

From now on this paper is structured as follows:
The energy fractionf a of thermonuclearas8 which is

really deposited in the target cylinder is estimated in Sec. II
altogether with ignition criterion in the MTF scenario.

Standard FPE kinetic theoretic formalism is introduced
in Sec. III for av-isotropic f (v). A novel stationary solution
is shown in Sec. IV for arbitrary source termSand loss term
s. Connection with results valid when inequalities~1! hold is
then discussed. Time-dependent extensions of these solutions
are examined in Sec. V. Relaxation to equilibrium is given a

specific attention in Sec. VI. Magnetic and collisional higher
order corrections to aboveB-free f (v) are established in Sec.
VII. f (v) v-moments leading to various time-independent
transport quantities are worked out in Sec. VIII. Finally, a
few provisional and prospective remarks are offered as a
conclusion in Sec. IX.

II. ENERGY DEPOSITION BY ALPHA PARTICLES
„REF. 9…

We consider the energy fraction of the 3.5 MeV alpha
particles,f a , deposited due to the Coulomb collisions with
plasma electrons in a uniform magnetized DT cylinder of
radiusR embedded into a uniform magnetic fieldB directed
along the cylinder axis. The dimensionless quantity 0, f a

,1 is a function of two dimensionless parameters,

R̄5
R

l a
, c5

R

rLa
5R

va

va0
, ~2!

with l a , the Coulomb range of the alpha particles,rLa is
their Larmor radius at the birth velocityva051.3
3109 cm/s, and

va5
2eB

mac
~3!

is their Larmor frequency. We consider the entire variation
range of 0,R̄, c,`, with a particular attention for theR̄
!1.

A. Method of calculation

We assume that the Coulomb collisions decelerate al-
phas by means of dynamic friction only, and the diffusion in
the velocity space can be neglected in the following esti-
mates. The friction force is supposed to be directly propor-
tional to the velocity of alphas, which is a reasonable ap-
proximation for plasma temperatures 1 keV<T<20 keV.
Then, the equations of motion for an individual alpha par-
ticle become

v̇x5vavy2navx ,
v̇y52vavx2navy ,
v̇z52navz ,

~4!

where the dot denotes the time derivative,

na5
va0

l a
~5!

is the effective collision frequency of the fast alphas, and the
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1~the magnetic fieldB is
along thez-axis!.

For the deceleration law given by Eqs.~4!, the fraction
of the initial energy deposited by an individual alpha particle
after it travels a distances is given by

f as5 f as~r ,u,f!52S s

l a
D2S s

l a
D 2

. ~6!

Here r is the cylindrical radius of the alpha birth point,u is
the pitch angle, andf is the azimuth~in the xy plane, with
respect to the radius vector of the birth point! of the alpha
birth velocityva0 ~see Fig. 1!. In Eq. ~6!, s5s(r ,u,f) is the
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path length of an alpha particle with the birth parameters,
r ,u,f before it stops inside the cylinder or leaves it by cross-
ing the boundary atr 5R. We assume for simplicity that,
once an alpha particle exits the cylinder atr 5R, it never
returns. Any attempt to account for the re-entry of gyrating
alphas should take into consideration matter distribution out-
side the cylinderr 5R, which would be beyond the scope of
this work. Equations~4! imply thats5 l a@12exp(2nat)#, so
one only has to determine by integrating Eqs.~4! the timet at
which the particle with the birth parametersr ,u,f exits the
cylinder r 5R.

Once the functionf as(r ,u,f) is known, one calculates
f a by averagingf as from Eq.~6! over the anglesu,f and the
radiusr,

f a5
2

E2 E
0

R

r dr
1

4p E
0

p

sinu duE
0

2p

f as~r ,u,f!5df.

~7!

B. Asymptotical behavior and numerical results

As a first step, consider the simplest case ofB50 (c
50), when the absorbed energy fractionf a is a function of
one parametersR̄5R/ l a only. In the case of a uniform
sphere of radiusR, all the integrals in Eq.~7! can be calcu-
lated analytically. Not so for the cylinder; only the asymp-
totical behavior in the limits ofR̄!1 andR̄@1 can be es-
tablished analytically,

f a~R̄,b50!5H 8
3 R̄10~R̄2!, R̄!1,

12
1

6R
10S 1

R̄2D , R̄@1.
~8!

Next, we examine qualitatively the dependence off a on
the magnetic field strengthB in the limit of R! l a(R̄!1).
For this, all the alphas born inside the DT cylinder can be
roughly divided into two groups, namely, those born at large
pitch anglesu;p/2 ~propagating nearly radially!, and those
born in the narrow ‘‘capture cone’’ 0,u<uc!1, 0,p2u
<uc!1. WhenR!rLa , all the ‘‘nearly radial’’ alphas es-
cape the cylinder along almost straight trajectories, leaving a
small fraction f as;R̄ of their initial energy in the DT
plasma. The alphas born within the capture cone deposit all
their energy in the DT cylinder, so that their contribution to
f a is proportional to the solid angle occupied by the capture
cone, i.e., touc

2. The width of the capture cone can be readily
evaluated as

uc;H R

l a
, R! l a!rLa ,

R

r La
, R!rLa! l a .

~9!

As a result, we infer the following asymptotic behavior for
the total absorbed energy fraction:

f a~R̄,c!;5
8
3R̄10~R̄2!, R! l a!rLa~c!R̄!1!,

8
3R̄10~c2!, R!rLa! l a~R̄!c!1!,

120S 1

cD , rLa!R! l a~R̄!1!c!.

~10!

In the last limit of a very strong magnetic field,r La!R, only
a small fraction of alphas born in a narrow surface layer of
width r La escape the DT cylinder.

The dependence off a(R̄,c) on c, calculated by integrat-
ing numerically Eq.~10!, is shown in Fig. 3 for three differ-
ent values ofR̄. These calculations are in full agreement
with the asymptotical formulas of Eq.~10!. In particular, it is
clearly seen that the transition from the ‘‘optically thin’’
limit of f a' 8

3R̄!1 in the nonmagnetized case to a full ab-
sorption with f a'1 in the limit of strong magnetization (c
@1) does indeed proceed through the intermediate value

f a}c2}~BR!2 ~11!

useful for practical applications.
For practical needs one would prefer to have a simple

approximate formula forf a . It reads as

f a5
xa1xa

2

1113xa/91xa
2 , ~12a!

xa5
8

3 S R̄1
c2

A9c211000
D . ~12b!

For the zero magnetic field (B5c50) this formula con-
forms to the both limits in Eq.~8!, and never deviates from
the numerical results by more than 3.5%~for the quantity 1
2 f a the maximum deviation amounts to 10%!. The depen-
dence onc in Eq. ~12b! is chosen such as to describe both
limits of c!1 andc@1 as given by Eq.~10!, and to fit the
numerical results shown in Fig. 3. It has two numerical con-

FIG. 3. The energy fractionf a , which the 3.5 MeV alpha particles deposit
in a uniform magnetized DT cylinder, as calculated by performing numeri-
cal integration in Eq.~7! ~dots, triangles, and diamonds!. Approximate for-
mula ~12! is plotted with the solid curves. The three curves display the
dependence off a on the dimensionless parameterc for three different values
of R̄ @see Eq.~2!#.
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stants under the square root; the free term 1000 fits the nu-
merical results along the intermediate asymptote~11!, while
the coefficient 9 byc2 is chosen on the basis of the diffusion
approximation.

C. Ignition criterion for the MTF mode

The well known ICF ignition criterion for the nonmag-
netized DT fuel is usually quoted as a lower bound on the
fuel T andrR values. For DT cylinders it reads as9

T55 – 7 keV,
rR>0.2 g/cm2. ~13!

The MTF ignition mode aims at igniting the DT fuel at
rR values considerably lower than the ICF threshold of 0.2–
0.3 g/cm2. Hence, the constraint onrR should be replaced by
another condition. We find this condition through the thermal
balance of stagnating fuel with zero net heating rate

c0

dT

dt
5qtn2qbr2qc . ~14!

Here,

c051.15831015 erg g21 keV21 ~15!

is the heat capacity of the equimolar DT mixture,

qtn58.1831040r^sv&DTf a@erg g21 s21# ~16!

is the rate of the thermonuclear heating by the alpha par-
ticles,

qbr53.1131023rTkeV
1/2 @erg g21 s21] ~17!

is the rate of bremsstrahlung cooling while

qc5
2~ke1k i !T

rR2 ~18!

denotes heat conduction energy loss. The heat balance equa-
tion ~14! is written for a DT column surrounded by either a
cold liner or a cold dense DT shell at the time of maximum
compression, when the power of the PdV work against the
hot duel is zero. CGS units are used, andT is given in keV.

Demandingqtn.qbr , Eqs.~16! and ~17! yield

f a.3.8310218
TkeV

1/2

^sv&DT
, ~19!

with a right-hand side reaching a minimum 3.131022 value
at T540 keV. This highlights the interest of this mode for
D–He3 burns.

Restricting to the more usualT'7 – 10 keV range, Eq.
~19! yields

f a.0.2520.1. ~20!

From Fig. 3 we infer that, in the limit ofR! l a , inequality
~20! implies a lower bound on the parameter

c5
R

rLa
.1.521.0, ~21!

or, equivalently, a lower bound on the productBR. In other
words, ignition in the MTF regime requires the 3.5 MeV

alpha particles to be at least marginally magnetized, so that
their Larmor radii be at least about equal to the hot fuel
radiusR.

Adding the conduction cooling,

qc5
2k iT

rR2 51.14531024
rTkeV

1/2

c2 @erg g21 s21#, ~22!

to the ignition condition

qtn.qbr1qc ,

we obtain

f a.3.8310218
TkeV

1/2

^sv&DT
S 11

3.68

c2 D . ~23!

In the limit of R! l a , when f a becomes a function ofc
only in the relevant parameter range, inequality~23! yields

c.2.3– 1.5 ~24!

~for temperatureT57 – 10 keV). Finally, we reach the igni-
tion criterion for magnetized cylindrical targets

T57 – 10 keV,
BR>~6.524.5!3105 G cm, ~25!

which replaces the ICF criterion~13!. Conditions~25! must
be fulfilled in the DT fuel at stagnation if the ignition is to
occur at arR value significantly below the ICF threshold of
0.2–0.3 g/cm2.

Inequality ~23! implies that there is no regime withqc

@qbr ; the bremsstrahlung is always at least comparable to
~if not larger! the heat conduction as a cooling mechanism
near the ignition threshold of magnetized targets.

III. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION f „v … OF
THERMONUCLEAR a PARTICLES

A. Time scales

As usual in a kinetic approach, one expects that a char-
acteristic hydrodynamic timet0;L/Cs ~with L typical of
plasma extension and isothermal sound speedCs) remains
much larger than thef (v) relaxation timet1; l MFP/^v&, in
terms of theas8 mean free pathl MFP and thermalized velocity
^v&;AT/m.

One also assumesL@ l MFP, so f (v) relaxes much more
rapidly to equilibrium than hydrodynamics, i.e.,t1!t0 .

Moreover, a characteristic time fora particles to travel a
screening distance in the hosting plasma ist2;lD /^v&.

From t1>1/n andt2>1/vp , one can, respectively, de-
rive the electron collision frequencyn and plasma frequency
vp . The high temperature albeit dense thermonuclear plas-
mas of present interest are weakly coupled with a large num-
ber of particlesN5nlD

3 @1, in the Debye sphere withvp

@n(t2!t1).

B. Fokker–Planck equation „FPE…

Neglecting any bound state effect in a fully ionized hot
plasma as well as any recombination or excitation process,
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one can implement standard kinetic-theoretic procedures re-
viewed by Sivukhin15 to establish the relevant FPE, which
reads as~repeated index implies summation!

] f

]t
1v i

] f

]r i
1

1

m

]

]v i
~Xi f !5

] j i

]v i
~26!

for a particles ~massm, chargeq! in presence of a self-
consistent electromagnetic forceX while

j i5ai f 2
di j ] f

]v j
~27!

denotes particle flux inv-space in the presence of collisions.
In the right-hand side of Eq.~27!, we have friction vectora
with components

ai5
2p

m S qq*

4pe0
D 2

LE ui j

] f * ~V* !

]v j
d3v* ~28!

~* is a species index equivalent to formerb! and diffusion
tensord̄ with components

di j 5
2pm*

m2 S qq*

4pe0
D 2

LE ui j f * ~v* !d3v* , ~29!

in terms of the distributionf * (v* ) for species* interacting
with the testa-particles.L refers to the usual Coulomb loga-
rithm

L5 ln Lb> ln
lD*

r 0*

with species Landau lengthr 0* 5qq* /4pe0T* in terms of
electric chargesq andq* , while

ui j 5
u2d i j 2uiuj

u3 5
]2u

]ui]uj
.

When test particlesa with unknownf experiences colli-
sions with particle species* taken at equilibrium with Max-
well distribution

f * ~v* !5n* S b*

An
D 3

e2b* v* 2
, b* 5Am*

2T*
,

expression~4! becomes

ai52
4pn* L

mm* v3 S qq*

4pe0
D 2

f1~b* v !v i , ~30!

where

v jdi j 52
m*

2mb* 2 ai

and

f1~x!5f~x!2x
]f~x!

]x
, ~31!

while f(x) denotes the error function

f~x!2
2

Ap
E

0

x

e2t2dt. ~32!

So,

f1~x!5
2

Ap
E

0

x2

e2yAydy. ~33!

Now, we have to take care that thea particles are pro-
duced in a finite region, where they spend a limited amount
of time. So, in the right-hand side of the FPE~26!, we have
to add a sourceS and a losss. At thermonuclear tempera-
tures, target ions enjoy an isotropic Maxwellian distribution.

Let us consider plasma ions from speciesa andb with12

f i~v !5ni S mi

2pTi
D 3/2

e2~miv
2/2Ti !, ~34!

experiencing fusion reactiona1b→a1d1Q(Q.0).
According to Kolesnichenko,12 the corresponding reac-

tion efficiency is expressed as~s denotes thermonuclear
cross-section!

eab

nanb

8p S mamb

4p2T2D 3/2

uva2vbus

3e2~mava
2/2T!2~mbvb

2/2T!d3vad3vbdV, ~35!

in terms of velocitiesva andvb for particlesa andb ~resp.!,
while particlea exits in solid angledV with eab50.5 for the
D–D reaction and 1 for the D–T reaction.

Expressing relative velocity in terms of center of mass
~cm! velocity vcm, and keeping track of the energetic bal-
ancem5@mamb /(ma1mb)#,

mv2

2
1Q5

~ma1mb!m

2md
~v2vcm!2, ~36!

expression~11! may be integrated in,v-space, which makes
to appear the sought for source term as theas8 f (v) which
reads as (Ea5initial a kinetic energy!

S~v !5
ṅa

4A2p3/2vavThiv
$e@~v2va!2/2vThi

2
#

2e@~v1va!2/2vThi
2

#%, va5A2Ea

ma
, ~37!

with production rate

ṅa5ni1ni2^sv&, ~38!

with nib , ion density speciesb and^sv&, averaged over the
Maxwell distribution ~34!. To ease future manipulations, it
proves convenient to introduce a dimensionless electron ve-
locity u5bv, with b5Ame/2Te. So, expression~37! be-
comes a bit simpler when expressed as

S~u!5
ṅab3Ag

4p3/2uau
$e2g~u2ua!2

2e2g~u1ua!2
%, g5

mi

me
.

~39!

At this juncture, it appears highly plausible to initializef
with a v-isotropic expressionf 5 f (r ,v,t). Then using

] f ~v !

]v i
5

v i

v
] f ~v !

]v
, v5A( v i

2,

one can now expand the right-hand side of the FPE~26! with
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2(
b

] j i

]v i
1S2s5(

b
Cb

]

]v i
S f1bv i

v3 f D
1

CbTb

m

]

]v i
S f1bv i

v4

] f

]v D1S2s,

~40!

and restoredb notation for species index in the plasma. For
instance,

f1b is f1~bbv !, bb5Amb

2Tb
, ~41a!

and

Cb5
4pnb

mmb
S qqb

4pe0
D 2

. ~41b!

Working out derivatives and sums, one obtains

2
] j i

Cb]v i
53

f1

v3 1
v i

2

v
]

]v S f1

v3 D1F ]

]v i
S f1v i

v3 D G f

1
f1v i

v3

] f

]v i
1

Tb

m H f1

v4 1
v i

2

v
]

]v S f1

v4 D
1

]

]v i
S f1v i

v4 D d f

dv
1

f1v i
2

v5

]

]v S ] f

]v D J , ~42!

with b implicit in f1 . Then for an isotropicf, the corre-
sponding FPE may be formalized as

d f

dt
5(

b

Cb

v2

]

]v S f1b f 1
Tb

m

f1b

v
] f

]v D1S2s, ~43!

with the left-hand side featuring total timef variation.

C. FPE with SÅ0

To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any
general solution available for Eq.~43!, whenSÞ0. If S50, f
emerges as a maxwellian. Former attempts13,14,16,17have sim-
plified the issues by restricting to inequalities~1!. In this
framework, Eq.~43! is approximated by

d f

dt
>

2

tae

]

]v i
~v i f !

1
mivc

3

mtae

]

]v j
S Vjk

] f

]vk
1

2mv j

miv
3 f D1S2s, ~44!

where Vjk5(v2d jk2v jvk)/v
3. vc refers to a projectile~a

particle! velocity so that electron and ion collisions produce
same energy loss, so that

vc
35

3Apme

A2mi

vThe
3 . ~45!

Usually,13,14 thermalized particles are considered as lost
ones. So, one may use a loss function14 under the form

s~v !50,v.vcutoff , vcutoff;3vThi/2. ~46!

Simplifying as above the right-hand side of Eq.~44!, one
gets

tae

2

d f

dt
>

]

]v i
~v i f !1

mivc
3

2m

]

]v j

3S v2d jk2v jvk

v3

] f

]vk
1

2mv j

miv
3 f D1

Stae

2

>3 f 1S v1
vc

3

v2D ] f

]v
1

Stae

2
~47!

while neglecting second order derivatives. This simplified
equation is valid only for nonthermalas8 with isotropic f.
Introducingu5bv in Eq. ~47! one obtains

0>3 f 1S u1
uc

3

u2D d f

du
1

Stae

2
,

~48!

uc
3[b3vc

35
1

pg
,

where

p5
4

3Ap
,

g5
mi

me
,

satisfied by

f >2
tae

2~u31uc
3!
E Su2du. ~49!

Taking theEa /T→` limit of the source term~37!, one
has

S>
ṅab3d~u2ua!

4pua
2 , ~50!

which leads to

f >
ṅataeb

3u~ua2u!

8p~u31ua
3 !

, ~51!

where

u~x!5F0, x,0

1, x.0.

In the sequel, it will be practical to work with dimen-
sionless distributionsF[ f /nataeb

3. The corresponding nor-
malized expression thus reads

F>
pgu~ua2u!

8p~pgu311!
, ~52!

which is pictured in Fig. 4.

IV. STATIONARY FPE SOLUTION

Actually, it is not so difficult to work out at-independent
solution of the foregoing FPE whenS2sÞ0. Again, restrict-
ing to isotropicf, Eq. ~43! provides an easily tractable sta-
tionary limit with

]

]v S M f 1
N

m

1

v
] f

]v D52~S2s!v2 ~53!
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with

M5(
b

Cbf1b and N5(
b

Cbf1bTb .

As already suggested, one also expects the boundary
condition f (v l)50, v l@va , recalling thatva is the a par-
ticles creation velocity and that they lose it to the hosting
plasma. Moreover, whenV<VThi , the thermonuclear par-
ticles get thermalized and turn Maxwellian, while fulfilling
] f /]vuv5050. With those two boundary conditions, one can
transform Eq.~53! by integrating once with respect toV,
which yields

M f 1
N

m

1

v
] f

]v
52E ~S2s!v2dv, ~54!

with a solution for the homogeneous part

f h5 f h0e2m* M /Nvdv. ~55!

A full solution is then available by looking for a
v-dependence,

f h~v !5 f h0~v !e2m* M /Nvdv, ~56!

and Eq.~54! becomes

N

m

1

v
] f h0~v !

]v
e2m* M /Nvdv52E ~S2s!v2dv1C1 ,

~57!

fulfilled by

f h05mE vem*vM /Nv8dv8~2*v~S2s!v82dv81C1!

N
dv

1C2 . ~58!

Finally, a general equilibrium solution for arbitraryS
ands may be expressed under the form

f ~v !5mem*vM /Nv8dv8

3E vem*vM /Nv8dv8~2*v~S2s!v82dv81C1!

N
dv

1C2e2m*vM /Nv8dv8. ~59!

The first boundary condition demandsC250, recalling
that a Maxwellian can vanish only at infinity.

So, one is left with

f ~v !5me2m*vM /Nv8dv8

3E vem*vM /Nv8dv8~2*v~S2s!v82dv81C1!

N
dv,

~60!

already shown elsewhere.11,12

In Fig. 5 we contrast the initiala velocity Va to plasma
thermal velocities in term of temperature. It is obvious that
inequalities~1! on which results derived in Sec. III are based
are satisfied only at high temperature. Present solutions are
free from this drawback because they do not have to rely on
inequalities~1!.

Now, it is instructive to focus on a few specific cases.

A. Particular cases

WhenTe5Ti[T, expression~60! is simplified to

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!

3E vemv2/2T

M S 2Ev
~S2s!v82dv81C1Ddv.

~61!

It is also often convenient to put loss terms under the
form s5kvs, with k50, v@va , so that

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!E vemv2/2T

M

3S 2Ev
Sv82dv81

kvs13

s13
1C1Ddv ~62!

can fulfill the second boundary condition. As far asS is
concerned, Eq.~61! may then be further simplified by ne-
glecting initial velocities of the fusioning particles while

FIG. 4. Approximate and dimensionless solution of the simplified FPE for
Ea53.5 MeV, T55 keV→ua50.308.

FIG. 5. Mean initiala-particle velocityv contrasted tovThe and vThi in
terms ofT5Te5Ti .
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maintaining the view thata particles are produced with ve-
locity va . So, the source term reduces to the unnormalized
equivalent of expression~50!,

S5
ṅa

4pva
2 d~v2va!, ~63!

which v-quadrature fulfills the two boundary conditions
whenC150, and one obtains the simplified stationary distri-
bution

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!E vemv2/2T

M

3S na

4p
u~va2v !1

kvs13

s13 Ddv. ~64!

However, it is also possible to retain the completeS
expression~13!, which thus yields

I 52E S~v !v2dv

52
ṅa

8A2p3/2va
S 2vTi$e

2@~v1va!2/2vThi
2

#

2e2@~v2va!2/2vThi
2

#%1A2pva

3H fS v2va

A2vThi
D 1fS v1va

A2vThi
D J D , ~65!

fulfilling boundary conditions with

C15
ṅa

4p

in a more realistic distribution

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!E vemv2/2T

M S I 1
ṅa

4p
1

kvs13

s13 Ddv.

~66!

Other options remain open for the loss terms.
Focusing attention on the most energeticas8 , one can

neglect thermalized ones. As above, one thus discounts par-
ticles with a velocity smaller than a velocity slightly larger
thanvThi ,

s50, v.vcutoff5
3vThi

2
. ~67!

More generally, one may take an arbitrarily smallvcutoff

which simplifies Eq.~66! even further to

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!E vemv2/2T

M S I 1
ṅa

4p Ddv. ~68!

It is also meaningful to explains in terms of thea par-
ticles residence timet with

s5
f

t
, ~69!

and the stationary FPE,

05(
b

Cb

v2

]

]v S f1b f 1
Tb

m

f1b

v
] f

]v D1S2
f

t
. ~70!

Integrating once more Eq.~70!, yields

M f 1
N

m

1

v
] f

]v
52E Sv2dv1

1

t E f v2dv, ~71!

which provides an approximate solution when the second
quadrature on the right-hand side is performed at zero loss
~t→`!, yielding the isotropic expression

f t→`~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!

3E vemv2/2T

M S 2Ev
Sv82dv81C1Ddv,

~72!

which may be explained further through the density ofa
particles with velocities between 0 andV, as

nt→`~v ![4pE
0

v
f t→`v82dv8. ~73!

B. Connection to usual solutions

It is now appropriate to compare the present results to
the previous formulation~52! valid when inequalities~1!
hold. We retrieve it in our more general formulation by put-
ting s50 or by retaining losses for nonthermalizedas8 in the
stationary FPE~70!.18–22

The opposite limits of low and high velocity are, respec-
tively, highlighted through

f1~x!5f~x!2x
]f~x!

]x

with (u5bv),

f1~u!5
4

Ap
(
n50

`

~21!n
u2n13

~2n13!n!
, u!1,

~74!

f1~u!→12
e2u

Ap
F2u1

1

u

1 (
n50

`

~21!n
1.3̄ ~2n21!

2nu2n11 G , u@1,

and coefficientsCb ~collision timete),

Ce5
3Ap

hb3te
, Ci5

3Ap

hgb3te
, where h5

m

me
.

So, the FPE expression~70! becomes

05
3Ap

4u2

]

]u S M* F1
M*

2hu

]F

]u D1S, ~75!

with
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M* 5f1~u!1
f1~Agu!

g
, ~76!

the sum of the electron and ion contributions. Restricting to
the first term in expansions~74!, one can already work out a
rather efficient solution through the simple approximants

f1~u!>pu3, u!1,

f1~u!>1, u@1,

yielding M* >pu31(1/g). Then, neglecting (1/2hu)
3(]F/]u)/F to comply with inequalities~1!, allows us to
reshape Eq.~75! under the form

0>3F1uS 11
3Ap

4gu3D ]F

]u
1S, ~77!

equivalent to Eq.~48! already derived previously13,14 from
Braginski coefficients.16 In this connection, it is useful to
recognize that for a deltalikeS @cf. Eq. ~50!# and same losss
as above, the normalized velocity distribution obtained in
Sec. III A may be written as

F~u!5
hgu~ua2u!

3p3/2 e2hu2E uehu2

gf1~u!1f1~Agu!
du.

~78!

In Figs. 6–9, we therefore compare the standard result
~52! to our general expression~78!. We considera particles
with an initial 3.5 MeV kinetic energy. Ion mass is taken as

average of D and T. In Figs. 6~a! and 7~a! one can see that
some discrepancy remains in the high velocity limit. This is
due to the fact that in the few keV temperature range,v
>vThe, and the second inequality~1! cannot hold. At higher
plasma temperatureT, this mismatch decreases inversely
with increasingT. As demonstrated in Figs. 6~b!–9~b!, those
discrepancies exhibit similar trends for theF(u) cubic mo-
ment,

^v&5E v f ~v !d3v5
1

b4 E uF~u!4pu2du, ~79!

which is relevant to the velocity average.
Also, Vcutoff has been chosen very small in order to in-

clude the lowv values for thermalized particles. Thenv
<vThi , and F derivative is not small compared toF, so
inequalities~1! are no longer valid in this regime, which
explains the huge discrepancy in Figs. 6~a!–9~a! for very
smallu. The correspondingu range is shown to increase with
T. Another remarkable feature is the nearlyT-independence
of the normalized distributionF(u). Those calculations
demonstrate the capabilities of the present general expression
for F(u) to account self-consistently forv- andT-variations
on a large scale.

It also proves instructive to combine the approximants
given below Eq.~76! into the simple Pade´13 expression

f1a~u!'
pu3

11pu3 , p5
4

3Ap
, all u, ~80!

FIG. 6. ~a! Exact distributionF(u) ~78! ~continuous line! compared to the
standard expression~52! ~dotted line!; ~b! correspondingu3F(u). T5Te

5Ti51 keV.

FIG. 7. Same caption as in Figs. 4.T55 keV.
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contrasted accurately in Fig. 10 to its fully computed coun-
terpart.f1a introduced into Eq.~78! then provides a precise
and quasianalytic approximation toF(u) given as

F0~u!5
hgu~ua2u!

3p3/2 e2hu2E uehu2

gf1~u!1f1~Agu!
du.

~81!

Whenv>vThi , f1(Agu) turns negligible relative to the cor-
responding collision contribution. So, Eq.~81! reduces to

F0~u!5
hu~ua2u!

3p3/2p
e2hu2E uehu2

~11pu3!

u3 du

>
hu~ua2u!

3p3/2p
e2hu2H S p

2h
2

1

uDehu2

1Aphf i~Ahu!J , ~82!

with f1(x)5 if( ix). This approximation is plotted in Fig.
11 with a full numericalF(u) evaluation. Agreement is
rather convincing forv>10vThi , at any plasma temperature.

V. TIME-DEPENDENT FPE

The macroscopic plasma electric field is assumed negli-
gible. So, the general FPE expression,

] f

]t
1v•

] f

]r
1

q

m
~v3B!•

] f

]v

5(
b

Cb

v2

]

]v S f1b f 1
Tb

m

f1b

v
] f

]v D1S2s, ~83!

simplifies to

] f

]t
1v•

] f

]r
5(

b

Cb

v2

]

]v S f1b f 1
Tb

m

f1b

v
] f

]v D1S2s,

~84!

for a v-isotropic f distribution with plasma dependencef
5 f (v,n(r ,t),T(r ,t),t) in density and temperature. The

FIG. 8. Same caption as in Figs. 4.T510 keV. FIG. 9. Same caption as in Figs. 4.T550 keV.

FIG. 10. Exactf1 function and its Pade´ ratio approximantf1a ~80!.
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plasma is assumed in local thermodynamic equilibrium
~LTE!. Then, space derivatives may be neglected whenL
@ l MFP

i ,e is fulfilled. We also assume that the density of pro-
ducedas8 is sufficiently low to preclude any significant per-
turbation in the LTE plasma. This restriction implies that
thermonuclear reaction rate remains far below that of the
number of already producedas8 . Then, kinetic Eq.~84! may
be reformulated as

d f

dt
5(

b

Cb

v2

]

]v S f1b f 1
Tb

m

f1b

v
] f

]v D1S2s, ~85!

with a particles generated through the time-independent
source termS ~37!.

At t50, no a has yet shown up, so we havef (v,t50)
50, boundary condition to add to previous ones,

f ~v l ,t !50, v l@va ,
~86!

] f ~v,t !

]v U
v50

50.

Going back to the FPE standard treatment~Sec. III!, one
can straightforwardly write down the givent-extension as

] f

]t
>3 f 1S v1

vc
3

v2D ] f

]v
1

Stae

2
2

f

t
, ~87!

which, by putting6 S50 ~no source!, yields the approxima-
tion

] f

]t
>3 f 1S v1

vc
3

v2D ] f

]v
2

f

t
. ~88!

Imposing above boundary conditions does not automati-
cally lead to an obvious analytic solution in Eq.~87!. So,
Liberman–Velikovich13 proposed another boundary condi-
tion,

f ~v→va ,t !→ ṅataeu~va2v !

8p~v31vc
3!

, ~89!

imposing thet-dependent solution to reproduce the stationary
one for v;va , initial a velocity. The resulting simplified
FPE upon introduction of a new variable,

j52E
0

t dt8

tae~ t8!

yields

f ~v,t !5expS 3j2E
0

j tae~j8!dj8

t D g~v,j!, ~90!

with the g function to be further explained.
Also Kolesnichenko12 proposed a general expression

f ~v,t !5y1~v !t1y2~v !,

which does not fit the above initial condition att50, below
Eq. ~85!.

Facing those difficulties, we found it useful to proceed to
a numerical solution of the normalized function of timeF
[ f /ṅataeb

3 with normalized velocityu and normalizedt* ,

t* [
t

tae
.

So, the above equation reads as

]F

]t*
5

3Ap

4u2

]

]u S M* F1
M*

2hu

]F

]u D1S2s, ~91!

with a normalized source term

S~u!5
nab3Ag

4p3/2uau
$e2g~u2ua!2

2e2g~u1ua!2
%, ~92!

and a loss term in the form

s5
F

t*
, ~93!

wheres50, v.vcutoff , vcutoff50.0001.
Figure 12 displays the corresponding distribution. In or-

der to account for thermalizedas8 , one has chosenvcutoff

50.0001.
Those results agree quantitatively to former ones derived

for other plasma densities and temperatures with an unormal-
ized distribution.

F gets stabilized at a time nearly twice the energy ex-
change timetae . When S and s are t-independent, mani-

FIG. 11. Full equilibrium distribution~78! ~continuous line! for thermo-
nucleara particles and its approximation~82! ~dotted line! T55 keV, ua

50.308.

FIG. 12. Temporal evolution of thea distribution (Ea53.5 MeV), plasma
temperatureT55 keV⇒ua50.308.
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festly this stable state is in equilibrium. Figure 12 demon-
strates how the distribution relaxes to equilibrium through
friction and diffusion.

At equilibrium, teq;2tae F stays in a permanent station-
ary state. According to Cozzani–Horton,14 a general neces-
sary and sufficient condition for this phenomenon to occur
writes as

E
V
d3r E S~v !d3v5E

V
d3r E s~v !d3v. ~94!

Integration volumeV has to satisfyV@ l MFP
3 , i.e., the

number of producedas8 should just compensate for the num-
ber of lost ones inV. This relationship gets fulfilled when
vcutoff,v,va . Corresponding analytic and stationary distri-
bution is the LTE. It writes as

f ~v !5
m

T
e2~mv2/2T!E ve~mv2/T!

M S I 1
ṅa

4p Ddv. ~95!

teq gets shorter whenvcutoff increases, altogether with
losses. Specifying the FPE~91! when losses rely onF and
residence timet, one obtains (t* 5t/tae)

]F

]t*
5

3Ap

4u2

]

]u S M* F1
M*

2hu

]F

]u D1S2
F

t*
, ~96!

so teq also depends ont. Corresponding accurate numerical
F values are displayed in Figs. 13.

If t>teq with teq determined through cutoff losses (teq

>2tae , ucutoff!1), equilibrium is reached nearly at same
time. On the other hand, whent<tae , relaxation to equilib-
rium proceeds much more rapidly. Figure 13~a! demonstrates
that teq>1.5tae and the maximum of the thermalized edge
of the distribution becomes ten times smaller.

In Fig. 13~b!, t turns even shorter altogether with corre-
spondingteq. The ridge maximum of the Maxwell thermal-
ized part is now shrinked by another 30 factor.

VI. RELAXATION TOWARD EQUILIBRIUM

Relaxation mechanisms can be straightforwardly ex-
trapolated from previous calculations by selecting a much
longer residence timet55tae , for thea particles in plasma.
Just bornas8 appear first distributed around the mean cre-
ation velocity va @Fig. 14~a!#. Stopping mechanisms have
not yet taken their toll on the initialEa53.5 MeV. The dis-
tribution function then retains the shape of source termS,
which gets nearly linearly amplified with increasing time.
During next time interval@Fig. 14~b!#, F reaches equilibrium,
at least for particles withv> initial mean velocity. Corre-
spondingas8 lose energy mostly through electron collisions.
Then, the number of low energy particles steadily increases.
In Fig. 14~b!, near the end of time interval, the lowest par-
ticles also lose energy through collisions with plasma ions.F
then starts increasing foru;0. When 0.3<t* <1.5 @Fig.
14~c!#, F gets to equilibrium through electron collisions, for
nearly everya particle. Finally@Fig. 14~d!#, turns stabilized
at equilibrium for very low thermalizedv values.

VII. F MAGNETIC CORRECTIONS

Up to now, we avoided any direct implication of the
imposed magnetic intensityB on the distributionF. Our
elaboration rested essentially on the isotropic source termS,
yielding a isotropic zero-order approximation for thea par-
ticles distribution. Moreover, we restricted to a strong mag-
netization albeit limited so thatvc,vp . Electron gyroradius
rLe thus remains much larger than corresponding Debye
length lD . So, the b-deflections of particle trajectories
within a screening sphere are hardly noticeable~Sec. III!.

Nonetheless, to validate conceptually and quantitatively
this approach, we have now to pay attention to higher order
manifestations of the magnetic field. Those are expected to
show up as a linear superposition of magnetic and collisional
corrections to zero-orderF. One gets them through the FPE,

d f

dt
5

] f

]t
1v•

] f

]r
1

q

m
~v3B!•

] f

]v
5C~ f !1S2s, ~97!

with B-free collision coefficients,

C~ f !52(
i

]

]v i
S ai f 2di j

] f

]v j
D ,

when lD!rLe altogether withvc!vp . Then, upon intro-
ducing the perturbative dichotomyf 5 f 01e1d f with rel-
evant smallness parametere15lD /rLe5(vc /A2vp)!1 so
that e1d f ! f 0 one first retrievesf 0 FPE,

FIG. 13. Same caption as in Fig. 12.~a! Residence timet5tae ; ~b! resi-
dence timet50.2tae .
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05C~ f 0!1S2s, ~98!

with solution ~37! under condition~94!, for a v-isotropic f 0

so that (v3B)•] f 0 /]v50•e1] f then fulfills

]~ f 01e1d f !

]t
1v•

]~ f 01e1d f !

]r
1e1vc~v3b̂!•

]d f

]v

5e1C~d f !, ~99!

in terms of gyrofrequencyvc5qB/m and unit vectorb̂
5B/B. Keeping track of full time dependenced f
5d f (v,n(r ,t),T(r ,t)) with partial derivatives

1

T

]T

]t
52

1

cv
¹ r•v,

1

p

]p

]t
52

cp

cv
¹ r•v,

and recalling that in a monatomic plasma fluid16 one has
¹ r•v50, so that] f /]t50, e1d f is given by

v•
]~ f 01e1d f !

]r
1e1vc~v3b̂!•

]d f

]v
5e1C~d f !. ~100!

In view of times inequalityt1!t0 , one can safely ne-
glect plasma compression rate, and consider it uncompress-
ible. f may then be determined through local space–time val-
ues of hydrodynamic quantities.

So, we are led to introduce the scaled transformations
r[LR with L@ l MFP and v[U(v) in terms of mean qua-
dratic velocity. So, Eq.~100! becomes

^v&
Lvc

U•

]~ f 0!

]R
1

^v&
Lvc

e1U•

]df

]R
e1~U3b̂!•

]d f

]U

5
e1

vc
C~d f !, ~101a!

with a negligible second term;e1 , in the left-hand side
because of

^v&
Lvc

5
^v&rL

Lv'

;
rL

L
[e0!1 ~101b!

with

rL! l MFP!L.

So, one is left with

v

vc
•

] f 0

]r
1e1~v3b̂!•

]d f

]v
5

e1

vc
C~d f !, ~102!

which may be simplified further with the highly plausible
assumptionvc@n. Actually, for the MTF parameters~Sec.
I! of the present concern, one has

3.331025<
n

vc
<3.331023.

So, one can split the searched high order corrections into
a superposition of collisionless magnetic contribution with
an additional weakly collisional one.

FIG. 14. Production of thermonucleara particles, in a plasma atT
55 keV, with residence timet55 tae . ~a! Initial stage withouta-stopping
by target electrons;~b! a stopping through target electron collisions. Equi-
librium is reached. The number of sloweras8 colliding with target ions
steadily increases.~c! Same caption as in~b! at later times;~d! equilibrium
is finally obtained at very low velocities for thermalizedas8 .
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A. Weakly collisional plasmas

In this framework, it appears appropriate to notice that

C~ f !5nĈ~ f !

may be introduced in Eq.~78! with

v

vc
•

] f 0

]r
1e1~v3b̂!•

]d f

]v
5e1

n

vc
Ĉ~d f !, ~103!

and a negligible right-hand side at ordere1 , in view of the
above assumption

e2[
n

vc
!1

yielding

e1e25
vc

A2vp

n

vc
5

n

A2vp

!
vc

A2vp

5e1 .

So, the final equation pertinent at that order now reads as

v

vc
•

] f 0

]r
1~v3b̂!•

]~e1d f !

]v
50, ~104!

fulfilled by

e1d f 15
1

vc
v"b̂3•¹ r f 0 ~105!

as easily checked by direct substitution into Eq.~104! when
using vectorial relationships

1

vc
v•¹ r f 01

1

vc
~v3b̂!•

]

]v
~v"b̂3¹ r f 0!50,

~v"b̂!~ b̂"“ r f 0!50.

Last equality implies that plasma spatial gradients are
kept orthogonal toB with “ r5“' , “''b̂, so that transport
quantities computediB retain their field-free values.

B. Collision effects

Collision contribution is now considered as a second or-
der approximatione2d f 2 on e1d f . Total magnetic correc-
tions thus appear as a linear superposition

e1d f 5e1d f 11e2d f 2

with

e2d f 2!e1d f 1 .

Then, inserting expression~105! for e1d f 1 in Eq. ~103!
produces

v

vc
•

] f 0

]r
1e1~v3b̂!•

]d f 1

]v
1e2~v3b̂!•

]d f 2

]v

5
1

vc
C~e1d f 1!1e2

2Ĉ~d f 2!. ~106!

Taking into account that

v

vc
•

] f 0

]r
1e1~v3b̂!•

]d f 1

]v
50,

Eq. ~101b! may be rewritten as

e2~v3b̂!•
]d f 2

]v
5

1

vc
C~e1d f 1!1e2

2Ĉ~d f 2!, ~107!

while neglecting the quadratic contribution;e2
2. One thus

arrives at

~v3b̂!•
]~e2d f 2!

]v
5

1

vc
C~e1d f 1!, ~108!

2
1

vc
2 C~v"b̂3¹' f 0!1~v3b̂!•

]~e2d f 2!

]v
50. ~109!

FromlD!rL , one infers that collision terms do not rely
on B. By symmetry with Eq.~106!, solutions of Eqs.~108!–
~109! should have the form23

e2d f 25
21

vc
2 C~v•b̂3~ b̂3¹' f 0!!,

~110!

5
1

vc
2 C~v"“' f 0!.

In this connection, it should be noticed that
Lifschitz–Pitaevski23 already obtained expressions~105! and
~110! by using different methods.

C. Nonisotropic distribution

Within the FPE framework, one can also address the
issue of a nonisotropica distribution when collisions with
Maxwellian plasma particles are envisioned.

Adapting straightforwardly Sec. III notations the colli-
sion term on the plasma particules appears as (b5e,i per-
tains to plasma particles!

C~ f !52(
b,i

]

]v i
S aid f 2di j

] f

]v j
D , ~111!

with friction vector

ai52
4pnbL

mmbv3 S qqb

4pe0
D 2

f1~bbv !v i

and diffusion tensor

v jdi j 52
mb

m2bb
2 ai .

In this context, close to tokamak physics, it is useful to
introduce spherical coordinates.24

Switching from tensor to vector flux divergence in ve-
locity space, one can thus write

(
i

] j i

]v i
5

]

]v
• j5“v• j

in spherical coordinates. Friction is obviouslyiv, while fric-
tion tensor turns diagonal in a coordinate system with axis
iv, v being the velocity ofa particles with a given distribu-
tion. So, we get
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]

]v
• j5

1

v2

]

]v
~v2 j i!1

1

m sinu

]

]u
~sinu j'!

1
1

m sinu

]

]w
~ j'! ~112!

with flux components8,17

j i5a f2di¹vi f ,

j'52d'¹v' f ,

where

a52
4pnbL

mmbv2 S qqb

4pe0
D 2

f1~bbv !,

di5
2pnbL

m2v S qqb

4pe0
D 2 f1~bbv !

~bbv !2 ,

d'5
2pnbL

m2v S qqb

4pe0
D 2S f~bbv !2

f1~bbv !

~bbv !2 D .

Choosing thez axis along the distribution spatial gradi-
ent so thatf 5v•¹' f 02v¹' f 0 cosu, allows us to express
flux components in velocity space in the form

j'52
d'

v
]

]u
~v¹' f 0 cosu!5d'¹' f 0 sinu,

1

v sinu

]

]u
~sinu j'!5

2d'¹' f 0 cosu

v
, ~113!

j i5H av¹' f 02di

]

]v
~v¹' f 0!J cosu.

Finally, the second order contribution may be given as

d f 25
1

v2

cosu

v2

]

]v S v2H av¹' f 02di

]

]v
~v¹' f 0!J D

1
2d'¹' f 0 cosu

vc
2v

, ~114!

with implicit b-summation over plasma species.

VIII. VELOCITY MOMENTS

Oncea particles distribution is known, itsvn-moments
give access to many equilibrium and transport quantities of
fundamental concern.

A. Particle density

First v-moment involves the density of createda par-
ticles

n~r ,t !5E f ~r ,v,t !d3v. ~115!

At equilibrium, this quadrature specializes to

n054pE
0

`

f 0~v !v2dv

5
4pm

T E
0

`

dvv2e2~mv2/2T!E
0

v
dv8

3
v8e2~mv82/2T!

M S I 1
ṅa

4p D
54pṅataeE

0

`

F0~u!u2du. ~116!

The second line implies a residence time much longer
than that for energy exchange with a loss term featuring

vcutoff!vThi .

The normalized version~third line! acknowledges that
when T varies, the only relevant variable is the normalized
creation speedua5vaAme/2T.

Corresponding results are thus visualized in Fig. 15 for
plasma temperatures 1<T<50 keV. They are rather interpo-
lated with the approximant

n0

ṅatae
>a1bua

c ,

wherea521.7294,b53.3046, andc50.2037.

B. Equilibrium mean energy

It is important to know the mean energy of producedas8
after relaxation to equilibrium by colliding with plasma par-
ticles. Most significant contribution to energy exchange
arises from nonthermal particles. Then, using equilibrium
distribution~95! allows us to obtain the mean energy of non-
thermalized particles under the form

^E&nonth5 K mv2

2 L
nonth

5

*
mv2

2
f 0~v !d3v

n0

>
2pm

n0
E

vThi

`

v4f 0~v !dv. ~117!

FIG. 15. Normalized density of thermonucleara particles in a plasma with
1<T<50 keV with an initial creation speedva51.33109 cm/s.
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For instance, varyingT ~keV! between 4 and 6 yields
^E&nonth ~MeV! between 0.25 and 0.265, which amounts to
^E&nonth>Ea/14, with Ea , initial as8 kinetic energy.

So, those particles deliver ^Eyield&>13Ea/14
>2.25 MeV per particle to the target plasma, when particle
losses are assumed negligible.

C. Particle flux

At order f 0 , the flux of the thermonuclear particles

G5n^v&5E vf ~v !d3v, ~118!

vanishes. First, the nonzero contribution is due toe1d f 1 @cf.
Eq. ~105!#. It is given as (e151),

G15E vd f 1d3v5
1

ve
b̂3¹'E v"vf 0d3v

5
2

mve
b̂3¹'K 1

2
mv2L n0 , ~119!

with n0 , a particles density. Putting12mv2[ 3
2Teff , Eq. ~95!

becomes

G15
2

mve
b̂3¹'S 3

2
Teffn0D5

3

mve
b̂3¹'p, ~120!

for an equilibrium plasma taken as a perfect gas (p5nT).
Then, comparingG1 to diffusion equationG5D̄¹n0 yields a
first order diffusion coefficient

D̄15
3

mvc
bke i jk5

3

qB
bke i jk , ~121!

with antisymmetric tensore i jk .
Selecting orientationBiox, one can specifyD̄1 as

D̄15
3

mvc
S 0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
D .

The given particle flux is then orthogonal to the mag-
netic field and pressure spatial gradient. It decreases for in-
creasingB values and obviously depends on particle charge
sign.

The second order contribution~110! (e251) yields

G25E ve2d f 2d3v5
1

vc
2 E vC~v•¹' f 0!d3v, ~122!

a much more involved expression. It may then be explained
as

G252pE dvE
0

p

v cosud f 2v2 sinudu k̂

52
4p

3vc
2 E

0

`

dvv3F 1

v2

]

]v
~v2 j i* !1

2d'b¹' f 0

v Gk,

~123!

with

j i* 5abv¹' f 02dib

]

]v
~v¹' f 0!.

This expression;B22 remains parallel to spatial gradi-
ent. It results from a combination of magnetic field and col-
lisions in a nonhomogeneous plasma.

Assuming¹'T50, one can through

f 0[ f 0~v,T~r !,n~r !!

and

¹' f 05
] f 0

]T
¹'T1

] f 0

]n
¹'n

rewrite Eq.~123! as

G252
4p

3nvc
2 (

b
E

0

`

dvFv
]

]v

3~v2$abv f 02dib~v f 0!%!12d'b¹' f 0v2G¹'n0 .

~124!

Putting altogether first order contribution~121! and sec-
ond order contribution~124!, yields the diffusion tensor ex-
pression

D̄5D̄11D2I5
3

mvc
bke i jk2

4p

3nvc
2 (

b
E

0

`

dvFv

3
]

]v
~v2$abv f 02dib~v f 0!%!

12d'b¹' f 0v2G I . ~125!

D. Heat flux

Corresponding heat~energy! flux expression is given by

q5E vE f~v !d3v5E v
1

2
mv2f ~v !d3v, ~126!

with a first order contribution

q15
m

2 E vv2d f 1~v !d3v

5
m

2vc
b̂3¹'E v"vv2f 0d3v

5
2

mvc
b̂3¹'~n0^E

2&![k̄1¹'Teff ~127!

orthogonal toB and conductivity thermal tensor

k̄15
9n0Teff

mvc
bke i jk . ~128!

Second order contribution, parallel to spatial gradient
reads as
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q25E vEd f 2d3v

5
mp

vc
2 E dvE

0

p

v cosuv2d f 2v2 sinudu k̂

52
2mp

3vc
2 (

b
E

0

`

dvFv3
]

]v
~v2 j i* !12d'b¹' f 0v4G k̂.

~129!

Retaining the¹'T contribution in¹' f 0 , provides the
second-order heat flux contribution,

q252
2mp

3vc
2 (

b
E

0

`

dvFv3
]

]v S v2H abv
] f 0

]T

2dib

]

]v S v
] f 0

]T D J D12d'b

] f 0

]T
v4G¹'T. ~130!

So, the complete thermal conductivity tensor is

k̄5k̄11k2I5
9n0Teff

mvc
bke i jk

2
2mp

3vc
2 (

b
E

0

`

dvFv3
]

]v S v2H abv
] f 0

]T

2dib

]

]v S v
] f 0

]T D J D12d'b

] f 0

]T
v4G I , ~131!

and it is practical to re-explain the coefficients detailed be-
low Eq. ~112! in the form

ab5
3Apme

hb3temb
f1~bbv !,

dib5
3Apme

2hb3tem

f1~bbv !

~bbv !2 , ~132!

d'b5
3Apme

2hb3tem
S f~bbv !2

f1~bbv !

~bbv !2 D ,

in terms of plasma collision timete .
At first order, the above quantities behave;B21

throughD1}1/vc andk1}1/vc , for instance.
Equilibrium distribution f 0 for Maxwellian plasma par-

ticles does not rely onte . So, their second-order contribu-
tion behave asD2}1/vc

2te andk2}1/vc
2te . Such a behavior

is at variance with that advocated by Braginski,16 which
reads as

k}
1

D
, D5d01d1~vcte!

21~vcte!
4

with B- andn-independentd0 andd1 coefficients.
Present behaviors also depart from

Liberman–Velikovich13 scaling withk1}1/vcte .
Present results are compatible with Lifschitz–Pitaevsky

methodology23 highlighting a dominant magnetic contribu-
tion valid whenvc@n. On the other hand, other authors13,16

stress strong collisional effects. We think that the present
approach is more suitable to plasmas encountered in magne-
tized target fusion~MTF!.

IX. SUMMARY

We have proceeded to a thorough examination of the
Fokker–Planck formalism for the distribution function of
a-particles in a thermonuclear DT plasma envisioned in the
scenario of magnetized target fusion with a cylindrical target.
Such a plasma is dense and strongly magnetized and it ful-
fills vc@n.

So, it is possible to work out a general stationary FPE
solution which may be initialized as isotropic in velocity
space, in terms of isotropic source and loss terms.

The basic results given in Sec. IV are novel ones. They
are valid in a much wider velocity and temperature range
than those proposed earlier.13,14

They allow the further inclusion of temporal dependence
as well as higher order magnetic and collisional contribu-
tions to the velocity distribution ofa particles. Relaxation to
equilibrium has also been considered. Velocity moments of
the new stationary distribution provide access to particle and
heat transport, with a scaling inte different from that one in
tokamak plasmas whererL<lD .

In conclusion, those fundamental kinetic-theoretic re-
sults should prove significant to increase our knowledge of
the MTF and Z pinches25 plasmas, as well.
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